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ABOUT US
The Rumble Museum at Cheney is run by educational charity The Iris Project and spread 
throughout corridors and rooms. We run regular projects, talks and events, and have two active 
student Museum Councils.
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Thank you to the staff, students, parents and visitors who have loaned or donated objects for 
our Living Museum Wall so far. The Living Museum Wall can be found in L1, in the Sixth Form 
area, and it is a display of objects which represent the many lives and communities that are 
connected to Cheney School. 

You can find a BMX bike, a mug from a Seattle underground diner, two Ndebele dolls, a Sungka 
board, and other items. Each of these items has a story to tell, and you can read these stories on 
our website at http://rumblemuseum.org.uk/index.php/collections/21-living-museum

We are really keen to fill the whole wall each year with new items, so please get in touch on 
lorna@irisproject.org.uk if you would like to have an object displayed! 
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I RAQI  WOMEN:  ART AND WAR PROJECT 
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Year Thirteen Historians were privileged to welcome Rana Ibrahim, Founder and Director of the 
Iraqi Women Art and War project today to speak to them  about her experiences in Iraq and her 
work with Iraqi women here in Britain.

Rana introduced her collage art work, explaining how much of it was inspired by the poor 
economic and security situation in Iraq since 2003. 

Rana is an archaeologist and museum expert by training, and she shared her love of Iraqi 
archaeology and of Baghdad's museums.She also taught everyone some Arabic and encouraged 
us all to learn some. She invited us all to the pop-up cafe that she is setting up, where she is  
planning, with a group of women, to bring Iraqi cuisine  to people. She passed round her 
beautiful sketch book of collages. Her  work with others using art to process trauma from the 
Iraq war will be on display in the Museum of Oxford and Soldiers of Oxfordshire Museum in  
Woodstock.

We are very grateful to Rana for introducing us to her inspiring work and her experiences of Iraq 
since her childhood. We are looking  forward to welcoming her back to run workshops for the 
Rumble Museum's Sharing Stories Conference on 9th March.
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